In the highly dynamic complex product design process, task allocations recovered by reactive allocating decisions are usually subject to design changes. In this paper, a robust predictive-reactive allocating approach considering possible disruption times is proposed, so that it can absorb the disruption in the executing process and utilize the limited capacity of resource more effectively. Four indexes (Makespan, stability, robustness, and compression cost) are used to measure the quality of the proposed method. To illustrate the novel allocating idea, we first assign tasks to resources with the objective of a trade-off between the overall execution time and the overall design cost, which can transform the problem into a non-identical parallel environment. Then, the probability distribution sequencing (PDS) method combining with inserting idle time (IIT) is proposed to generate an original-predictive allocation. A match-up time strategy is considered to match up with the initial allocation at some point in the future. The relationship between the minimum match-up time and the compression cost is analyzed to find the optimal matchup time. Our computational results show that the proposed sequencing method is better than the shortest processing time (SPT) which is a common sequencing way mentioned in the literature. The robust predictive-reactive allocating approach is sensitive to the design change, which is helpful to reduce the reallocating cost and keep the robustness and stability.
Introduction
Complex products such as large technical systems are inherently complex to design. Complex Product Design (CPD) are developed through decomposition into a series of sub-systems and components 1, 2 . Macroscopically, decomposition creates many interdependencies linking design tasks performed by different designers from different domains which are responsible for the synthesis of solutions for different parts of the system. To guarantee the design process in a controllable state without sufficient knowledge about the imprecision caused by different kinds of design change is the essential issue for the success of CPD.
The existing literature, on problems of task allocating, mainly considers the environments with static and deterministic versions 3, 4 . However, the actual allocating problem of CPD in real life is dynamic and uncertain 2, 4 , since a design change occurs inevitably and then disrupts the execution of CPD processes. Numerous interdependencies in CPD imply that any design change may trigger arbitrary design variables which could affect or diffuse the degree of uncertainty of the variables that it is connected to. Thus, managing design change is important for decision-makers to carry out a controllable CPD process.
Design change necessitates reallocating the remaining tasks of the initial allocation plan. The high efficiency and timeliness of task allocating are particularly important. To the best of our knowledge, most studies in the literature are based on the exact values of the actual conditions. In a dynamic environment, especially for CPD process, it is difficult to guarantee the precise value of the task execution time, the completion time, and the delivery 5 . On the other hand, task allocating is flexible and learnable, that is, the execution time is variable and controllable. The controllability of the executing time provides flexibility in reallocating against unexpected design changes by compressing the executing time 6 . In addition, the existing task allocation strategy concentrates on the coordination efficiency when a design change occurs but lacks the ability to anticipate design change. The performance of reallocating strategies highly depends on the allocation state at the time of disruption 7 . Under the condition of incompletely accurate information, it is of great practical significance to study the CPD task allocation method which has the ability to predict abnormal factors and processing real-time problems.
Predictive-reactive scheduling is a scheduling/rescheduling process in which schedules are revised in response to real-time events 8 . The predictivereactive scheduling strategies are mianly based on simple allocation adjustments which consider only efficiency 9 . The new schedule may deviate significantly from the original schedule, which can seriously affect other planning activities in the original schedule, and may weaken their performance. Therefore, it is desirable to generate the robust predictive-reactive schedules, to minimize the effects of disruption on the performance of planning activities. A typical solution to generate a robust schedule is to reschedule by simultaneously considering both efficiency and deviation from the original schedule, that is, the stability.
Two kinds of major negative impacts on the original allocations are accompanied by design change. First, it degrades allocation performance. This effect is the topic of robustness. Second, unforeseen design changes cause variability. This effect is the topic of stability. A schedule whose realization does not deviate from the original schedule in the face of disruptions is called stable.
To illustrate the robust predictive-reactive allocating approach with the compressibility of controllable execution time, a task-resource assignment is obtained to transform this problem into a parallel nonidentical resources problem firstly. The objective of this problem is to keep the trade-off of the overall execution time and overall design cost. Then, the optimal compression levels on the executing time of the task are estimated to support the task sequencing on each Virtual Design Unit (VDU, which is a specific definition described in Section 3). In this paper, the probability distribution of design change is considered to find the executing sequence on each VDU (we combine the advantages of inserting idle times and controllable executing times). When design change occurs, a matchup time strategy is applied to catch up with the original allocation. In the considered reactive allocating problem, the objective is to minimize the change-adaption cost caused by disruptions, subjected to the condition that the reallocation needs to match up with the original allocation at the match-up time point after disruption 10 . The performance comparison of the proposed approach and other common approaches in the existing literature is discussed.
Literature Review

Task allocating approach
In the literature of allocating approaches, completely reactive allocating, predictive-reactive allocating, and robust pro-active allocating have been considered extensively [11] [12] [13] . In those studies, the allocation is usually restored within a slight adjustment to the control the performance degradation. Yang et al. 14 presented an adaptive task scheduling strategy for heterogeneous Spark cluster, which could analyze parameters from surveillance to adjust the task allocation weights of nodes.Aytug et al. 15 gave an extensive literature survey on allocating under uncertainty and generating robust allocations. Fernandes et al. 16 presented an imprecision management method to support large organizations for design process management. Salimi et al. 17 improved the NSGA-II using fuzzy operators to improve the quality and performance of task scheduling in the market-based grid environment. In their research, the load balancing, Makespan and Price are regarded as the three important objectives for the task scheduling problem. Huang 18 proposed a dynamic scheduling method with the objective of the shortest project implementing time in order to optimize the design task scheduling and make adequate use of the resources in concurrent engineering. AlEbrahim and Ahmad 19 proposed a new list-scheduling algorithm that schedules the tasks represented in the directed acyclic graphs, and the new algorithm could minimize the total execution time by taking into consideration the restriction of crossover between processors. Vieira et al. 20 presented new analytical models that could predict the performance of rescheduling strategies and quantify the trade-offs between different performance measures. In order to obtain the task scheduling scheme on heterogeneous computing systems, Xu et al. 21 developed a multiple priority queues genetic algorithm, which combines the advantages of both evolutionary-based and heuristic-based algorithms. Based on the above review, the existing studies in the literature mainly assume fixed executing times. In this paper, we consider anticipative allocating with controllable executing times which have been discussed rarely to the best of our knowledge.
Compressing Execution Time
Design change such as customer's requirements change, temporary change of design content, technological innovation could deteriorate the stability and efficiency of the design process and make an unpredictable impact on the quality of complex products 22, 23 . Inserting idle times in the original allocating plan is a well-known predictive allocating approach to minimize the effects of possible disruptions on an allocation so that disruptions can be absorbed by the time buffers 13, 24 . Colin and Quinino 25 addressed a problem of optimally inserting idle time into a single-machine schedule and proposed a pseudo-polynomial time algorithm to find a solution within some tolerance of optimality in the solution space. Yang and Geunes 26 considered a predictive schedule where a firm must compete with other firms to win future jobs, and they proposed a simple algorithm to minimize the sum of the expected tardiness cost, schedule disruption cost, and wasted idle time cost. Wei et al. 13 proposed a controlling executing time strategy in product design process, where the executing time can be controlled by inserting idle time. Shabtay and Zofi 27 studied the single machine scheduling problem where job processing times were controllable, and developed a constant factor approximation algorithm to find the job schedule that minimizes the makespan. Wang and zhao 28 considered the due date assignment and singlemachine scheduling problems with learning effect and controllable processing times, which depended on its position in a sequence and related resource consumption. Wang et al. 29 considered the single machine scheduling problems with controllable processing time, truncated job-dependent learning and deterioration effects. Renna and Mancusi 30 developed a multi-domain simulation environment considering the management of job-shop manufacturing systems with machines characterised by controllable process times.
In any idle time insertion approach, when execution time is fixed, inserting idle time is an effective way to deal with dynamic uncertain allocating. If no design change occurs or if it occurs after the inserted idle times, then the time buffers could be insignificant and increase the extra idle time costs. Studies in the literature assume an immutable execution time. However, the executing time of the design task is self-adaptive and more flexible than the problem in job shop scheduling. We can shorten the executing time by design innovation and efficient cooperation. This feature determines that the execution time of the design task is variable and controllable. Analogously, inspired by inserting idle times, we propose that we can use times to absorb the influences caused by design change. it is critical to find the positions of the jobs in the initial schedule in an appropriate order so that a possible disruption is absorbed immediately and with a reasonable resource cost increase. The executing time is compressed, whereas the compression cost is increased due to the increased consumption cost of the resources. Therefore, the probability distribution sequencing (PDS) method combining with inserting idle time (IIT) is proposed to generate the original predictive allocation, and CETS is used to react to disruptions by resetting the executing time. Consequently, the limited capacity of design resources can be utilized more effectively.
Contribution
The actual performance of allocating settings often differs from the planned because of the design change. The deviations in the execution time and other uncertain events always lead the allocations to inaccuracy or infeasibility 26, 31, 32 . They negatively increase the variability in the system, which deteriorates the allocating performance in turn, and eventually, the design change upsets the system performance or lead to infeasibility. In CPD processes, it is difficult to avoid the disturbance of design change. The existing literature, in response to real-time events, mainly consider single objectives such as efficiency 33, 34 or time 31, 35 but ignore the balance and the robustness of the whole system.
Controllers need to optimize their process of how to execute all the design tasks and react to all the disruptions due to design change. It is imperative to form an anticipative initial allocation that guarantees the efficiency of allocation to react to the real-time design change. The existing literature always assume that the task-resource assignment is known, the executing time is fixed, or the sequence is determinant [36] [37] [38] . This can simplify the real-time problem but the capacity of design resources will be under-utilized. To the best of our knowledge, generating a flexible allocation completely, with a controllable execution time and determining the executing sequences with the design change consideration has not been studied well in the literature.
In this paper, we attempt to employ an anticipative allocation with controllable executing time. Two steps are involved in our anticipative approach. The first step is to assign tasks to limited resources with the objective of cost and time with the heuristic algorithm. The second step is to determine the executing sequence on each VDU by considering the flexibility measures and the disruption probability function.
Problem Statement
In order to absorb the disturbance caused by the uncertain design change, we develop a robust predictive-reactive task allocating approach to form the task assignment. We first introduce an allocation model to assign tasks to limited resources over time according to some constraints. Then, we need to find the sub-task sequence on each VDU by determining the compressing levels of tasks and considering the probability distributions of design change. Finally, when design change occurs, we use a match-up time strategy to keep the trade-off between the design cost and match-up time.
In this paper, each design task can be decomposed into a different number of sub-tasks. The required granularity of the design resource is related to the division granularity of the design task. When some similar design tasks are accepted in the design platform, the platform chooses the candidate executors from the design resource pool. Accordingly, the task cannot be completed with unitary resources. To realize the efficient use of design resources, a Virtual Design Unit (VDU) 39, 40 is taken as the basic task executing unit. VDU is an effective integration of the design resource monomer, such as a designer, computing device, software/hardware, tool, and design knowledge model, which cannot complete a certain design task individually. According to the design task requirement, VDUs are dynamically generated by organizing different design resources. Design tasks are assigned with short time, low cost, and equilibrium load, and designers in VDU are the executing subject. VDUs are connected by the design task sequence executed in the design process.
A general definition of allocating problems with controllable task executing times is stated as follows: A design process contains m VDUs, presented by the set of   The quality of the solution is measured by four criteria: the first one, 1 F (Cmax), is an allocating criterion dependent on the task completion times. Cmax is considered in the task assignment, but not considered in the sequencing phase. The second one, 2 F , is the design cost, which is a fixed cost, f ij C , determined by the length of the executing time, plus the compression cost c ij C , which is incurred if the executing time is compressed, determined by the amount of the compression time. Unforeseen disruptions cause variability, any deviation can disrupt these activities and increase the system nervousness. Thus, in robust predictive-reactive allocating approaches, we develop the third one, 3 F (Stability), which is the sum of the deviation of the starting time from the original schedule. 4 F is the Robustness measured by the minimum matchup time.
We divide the allocating problem into two stages. The first one is task assignments. The second one is sequencing and inserting. There are two steps in the first stage of task assignments.
Step one is task decomposition and classification. In this phase, the product design tasks or part design tasks are divided into orderly subtasks sets.
Step two is the VDU discovery and VDU task assignment. VDU discovery provides a list of available VDUs and VDU task allocation involves the selection of feasible VDUs and the mapping of tasks to the VDUs. Similarly, there are two steps in the second stage. The first one is to determine a good design sequence for tasks on each VDU. The second one is to determine where to place the idle time and the amount of time for each arrival task.
Initial VDU-Task Allocation
Classification of Design Change
The design resource and design task are the most basic elements in CPD. The adjustment and conversion of the executing state of the design task and resource is the main reason leading to reallocation. In this paper, we classify design change into two categories: resourcerelated and task-related design changes 41 . Specifically, resource-related changes mainly contain the resource joint, resource withdrawal, unavailability, designer absence, tool failures, delay in the arrival or shortage of materials, resource capacity decrease, and so forth. Task-related changes conclude the task joint, task cancellation, due date changes, task adjustment, early or late arrival of tasks, rush tasks, changes in task priority or processing time, and so forth.
As the predictive schedule is executed, it becomes subject to alterations due to the status of uncertain design change. In this paper, we mainly follow with typical types in design change. We call the resourcerelated changes as Type 1 design changes. Alternatively, we refer to task-related changes as a Type 2 design changes. In Type 1 design changes, resource unavailability is frequently discussed in the existing literature. It is manifested as an unavailability at some point, before recovering after a period of repair. In Type 2 design changes, we mainly consider the new task arrivals. When an uncertain task arrives at some point, the reactions to this disruption should be applied immediately to obtain the executing time for the new task.
Original VDU-Task Assignment
If the supervisor associated with the task chooses the VDU to execute the task, we say that the VDU "wins" the task. If the VDU is unavailable at some point, we say that the VDU "loses" the task. We assume that no task preemption is allowed. The original objective of this problem is to achieve a set of tasks to be allocated on parallel non-identical VDUs.
As for similar tasks allocation in CPD process, the problem of assigning design tasks to VDUs in such a way as to maximize the overall performance is a challenging one. In this section, we solve a parallel VDU-task allocation problem to minimize 1 F and 2 F . In a parallel VDU environment, each task must be processed by any one of the m VDUs, where each VDU has a different designing ability for each task.
In this paper, we assume the resource is nonrenewable and its availability has an upper bound u D (a given parameter). In CPD processes, we can control the executing time by increasing the resource consumption, such as additional money and overtime. A mathematical formulation of the problem is as follows:
The executing times of a task on a VDU can be compressed by a consumption cost of the resources with non-linear growth, that is, the change-adaptation cost,   , we choose the VDU-task assignment which has the minimum design cost. In this paper, we try to minimize 2 F subject to 1 FK  , where K is a given upper bound.
In this paper, we assume that the capacity on each VDU is initially the available time i D , where iu DD  . Then, the objective function can be regarded as a mixed-integer nonlinear programming problem. In this section, the compression of executing times is not allowed, 0 ij y  . Thus, the VDU-task assignment problem is reduced to the classical generalized problem.
Currently, such problems have been well solved by using heuristic algorithms. To solve this problem, we use a genetic algorithm for the VDU-task assignment problem.
Predictive Allocating
Design change has been classified into resource-related and task-related. It is uncertain which VDU will fail, at what time, and how long it will take to repair an unavailable VDU. Tasks arrive at the system dynamically over time. We assume that the probability distributions times are known. After analysis of the related literature, we selected the distribution which presented a good performance. The distribution of the task arrivals process closely follows a Poisson distribution. Hence, the time between task arrivals closely follows an Exponential distribution and the time between the two VDU unavailability and the recovery time are assumed to follow an Exponential distribution 26 . Task arrivals require resource occupation to place the new tasks. Consequently, the original unfinished task will be compressed to make enough space for task arrivals.
Original VDU-Task Assignment
Step1: Priority measure We provide a set of priority measures to be evaluated for each task. We will use the flexibility measures in deciding which tasks are appropriate to schedule at risky time zones. When determining the optimal initial compression amount where 0 ab  and 0 h  . By solving the convex programming Equation (6), the optimal initial compression amount * ijk y of task j is obtained. When there is a Type 1 design change, it is crucial to restoring the normal operation of the system as soon as possible. Further compression of some of the compressible tasks is needed for absorbing the duration of the interference event and the time at which the task has been processed while the interference is occurring.
Due to the function   fy being convex, the cost of compressing a period of time through multiple design sequences is significantly lower than a single design sequence compressing the same period of time and it is consistent with the actual situation. However, if the optimal compression amount of the interference interval has been overdrawn and still cannot match the original scheme, we need to adopt the second compression to further compress for some compressible tasks. It is necessary to determine the order of compression based on the relationship between the secondary compression amount and the increasing cost. That means, when the change occurs, we should consider how to define the sequence of the task that is waiting to be compressed.
The absorption capacity is mainly reflected in the compression time. The increasing of the compression cost is the secondary consideration of the target. In the existing literature, the factors that affect the influence of tasks absorption interference are the remaining compressible amount 
From the above analysis, it is obvious that the effect of j r on the absorption interference of the task is positive (the greater the value is, the stronger the capacity of the absorbing interference effects). , and  are negative on the effect of interference absorption (the greater the value is, the weaker the ability to absorb the impact). With the consideration of four factors, in this paper, we design compound sequencing rules to determine the priority of task j , which can be formulated as
. .
This study assigns a higher priority to tasks with weaker ability. Thus, for any task j , the smaller the value of ij O is, the higher priority it has. When 0 j r  , the task cannot absorb any interference events at this moment so that the priority is the highest for this task.
Step2: Probability distribution sequencing Let 
We consider that the probability density function of i X as a unimodal function on 
Similarly, conditioning on y immediately brings up the second y equality.
After determining the priority of the tasks and the probability that the VDU lose the task for a moment on the interval   0, i D , we design a probabilistic sequencing algorithm to place the tasks. First, we choose the task * j with the highest priority to place at the boundary. This step places the task with the worst capacity of absorbing interferences to the period with the lowest probability of losing the task. Similar to this sequencing rule, we place the tasks with the minimum priority to the positions with the maximum probability of unavailability. When we evaluate two alternatives, the left boundary and right boundary, we need to check the left boundary and right boundary, respectively. If
, we place the task * j at the left boundary, else, at the right boundary. Then, the probabilistic sequencing algorithm updates the remaining available interval and selects the highest priority from the remaining parts of the tasks to place at the right boundary. The algorithm repeats the operation until the initial executing allocation is obtained.
Original VDU-task assignment
We first generate a predictive schedule with uncertain task arrivals, which includes an amount of planned idle time equal to or less than the executing time of the risky task. A branch-and-bound algorithm can find an optimal solution to the overall problem. Therefore, in this paper, we utilize a branch-and-bound algorithm to determine the optimal amount of planned idle time for each arrival task when the sequence is predetermined. While such branch-and-bound approaches are exponential in the worst case, the average-case performance often allows solving medium size problems in acceptable computing time 33 . The remainder of this section focuses on determining the optimal amount of planned idle time for a predetermined sequence of jobs.
Given a predetermined sequence of tasks, without loss of generality, we denote the th q task on VDU i in the sequence as task However, it is critical to moving the existing task left or right to place the idle time. In this paper, we assume the distribution function is a convex function. Accordingly, if the arrival position k is on the left side of the maximum probability task position, we move the tasks to the left of k to the left. Similarly, if the arrival position k is on the right side of the maximum probability task position, we move the tasks to the right of k to the right.
Reactive Allocating
We consider two possible reactions to design change. Reaction A: Compressing Execution Times Strategy (CETS); Reaction B: Absorbing by idle time. For type 1, the behavior of reaction A determines the sequence and, in turn, we utilize the special sequence to absorb the impact by compressing the executing times of task j . For type 2, the behavior of reaction B determines the position and time of its insertion. If the idle time cannot absorb all the disruptions, the neighboring task is used to deal with the remaining executing time. Most of the literature considers the RSH and Compression methods. In this paper, we consider the controllable executing times, and thus, the utilization of compressibility of RSH is too low. Therefore, we chose the Compression method to react to the Type 2 design change. Therefore, in order to reduce the impact of interference, the CETS is used to react to both Type 1 and Type 2 design changes.
Reactive Allocating for Type 1 Design Change
The goal is to achieve the trade-off between robustness and compression cost (the fixed cost is determined by the executing time, the final executing time is definitely less than the Cmax on each VDU, therefore, we think that there is no change in the part of the fixed cost). We introduce alternative match-up scheduling problems for finding schedules on the efficient frontier of this time/cost tradeoff. The execution time of a design task can be compressed by a non-linear consumption cost of the resources. In rescheduling with controllable executing times, catching up an initial schedule earlier is possible by extensively compressing the tasks that are scheduled just after the disruption. With convex compression costs, absorbing a downtime by compressing a smaller set of tasks in the schedule results in higher compression costs. Hence, there is a trade-off between the match-up time and the cost of the new schedule.
In order to respond to the design change, we need to judge whether the reallocation point is triggered and which strategy to use. When it responds to change, if we use the CETS, we need to calculate the extent of the damage and work out the scope of influence simultaneously, then we need to select the affected task set and compress the executing time to make the scheme run in accordance with the initial one as soon as possible. Due to the fact that the parameter value     automatic control, and other fields because of its inherent parallelism, strong searchability and the universality of different structural problems 42 . Here we design the basic genetic algorithm (GA) to solve the problem.
The basic elements of the genetic algorithms are coding, individual evaluation, and genetic operation. They are described as below: 1) Coding We take a nonnegative real number encoded by using a 4-dimensional nonnegative real vector as the individual of the population directly. For the initial population, a 4-dimensional nonnegative real vector of the specified scale is randomly generated.
2) Individual evaluation For any individual in the evolutionary process, the fitness function can be calculated by estimating the compression cost at the minimum matching time point based on the probability of design change. Accordingly, the individual evaluation can be performed. Due to the uncertainty of the real production design process, it is not possible to accurately predict the time of occurrence and the duration of the design change in the original plan. The exact information can only be known after the incident has occurred and ended.
Therefore, similar to the current approach of the design change occurring at the probability in existing literature research, in this paper, the expectation of random variables i X and i Y is used to estimate the time of occurrence and the duration of the design change.
The specific calculation method of individual fitness values is described as follows.
Given a set of parameter values
(an individual), we can determine the original plan following the steps above. First, we determine the compression task zone of the minimum number of tasks arranged after the occurrence of the design change for the estimated time point and duration of the design change. Then, by compressing the executing times, it can absorb the approximate duration of the design change and the time that the task has been processed when the interference occurs.
Let min L be the completion time of the last task in the task compression zone, the compression cost 3) Genetic operation In GA, the common operations mainly conclude the selecting operation, the crossing operation, and the mutating operation. It can keep the population update and ensure the excellent characteristics of the previous generation. The selecting operation of this study is based on the stochastic uniform function, the Scattered cross used by the crossing operation, and the mutating operation based on a Gaussian function. Since the genetic operation is not the focus of this paper, the details are not explained here.
In the evolution process of the GA, if the termination condition is satisfied, the output the optimal parameter value     
Reactive Allocating for Type 2 Design Change
In this paper, we consider the complete compression for one arrival task which means that all the compression is applied to the arrival task only. If an uncertain task arrives at VDU i , we use some (possibly extraordinary) mechanism (such as overtime) to get the allocation back on track by reducing the task executing times at an additional cost of In this section, we consider the Compression to absorb the disruptions, as we show next. This problem is equivalent to a deterministic scheduling problem with controllable processing times.
We assume that all the time variables and parameters are integral multiples of a proper unit of l. As before, our predictive policy schedules   Given a predictive schedule, the expected cost and the objective function will be as follows: 
ĵ  is the probability that the VDU i will win the new task. In Formula (14), the first term represents the expected tardiness cost, the second term is the expected compression cost, and the third term is the expected unused idle time cost. Defining 
Computational Study
Reactive Allocating
In this paper, we use the random numerical test to verify the effectiveness of this method. In task assignment problem fields, we use the conventional method to solve this problem. Specific design task attributes, design capability attributes of VDU, task classification criteria, and other information are described in the research of Cao et al. 43 . The literature has considered the sorting problem in the case of VDUs that are not available at some point. Some scholars have taken the stochastic arrival of tasks into account and asked for emergency processing.
The problem has been proved to be an NP-hard problem and the SPT rule can minimize the expected time when the VDU unavailability is the exponential distribution. Therefore, the use of SPT to form the initial executing timetable is a better way to deal with the possible interference events. In this part, we assume that the losing time i X of VDU i and the recovery time i Y are subject to the exponential distribution of the different parameters respectively. In the following, PDS stands for our proposed probability distribution sequencing, so that SPT stands for the shortest processing time method. A comparative analysis of the original allocating timetable of PDS and SPT is performed in this section. We let the size be 100 n  , 5 m  and 200 n  , 6 m  , respectively. For the practicality of the verification method for the general situation, the residual parameters are randomly generated from a uniform distribution. We generated the design cost for each task-VDU pair randomly from Uniform   2.0,6.0 .
For the compression function, the coefficient h is randomly generated from the interval   When it generates individual offspring, the number of elite individuals is 2 . The next generation of individuals from the cross product is 80% , the mutation product is 20% . The maximum evolutionary generation is used to control the output of the genetic algorithm with the set of the maximum evolutionary generation equal to 100 . Figure 2 . From Figure 2 , we can see that the maximum value of
Pt is obtained in the product design cycle. Corresponding to the parameters in Figure 2 , the comparison of the original executing timetable is based on PDS and SPT, respectively, as shown in Figure 3 .
From Figure 3 , it is obvious that there is an offsetting-restricting relationship between the match-up time point and the compression cost. With the increase of the match-up time point, the compression cost will decrease. The greater the match-up time point, the greater the impact caused by the design change. When the match-up time point increases to the maximum completion time of the task, the compression cost is minimum. However, all the tasks have been affected by the design change at its worst case which is unacceptable in our design environment especially.
As can be seen from Figure 3 , the minimum matchup time obtained by PDS is 62.45, which is better than Figure 1 , after obtaining the minimum match-up time point, we increased the point successively when the corresponding compression cost is calculated until the match-up time point is equal to the length of the original allocating timetable. In short, the greater the number is, the more the room for decision-makers to choose.
The minimum match-up time (MMT) and the average match-up time (AMT) are the optimal value and the mean value of the match-up time points, respectively, which is the core point that the decision maker should pay attention to in the design process. The bigger the point is, the more external activities that The Minimum cost (MC) and the Average cost (AC) correspond to the MMT and AMT and reflect the increasing minimum cost and the average cost to restore to the original allocating timetable.
Robustness is an emphasized objective so that it recovers to the original allocating timetable and is required after the occurrence of the design change. Therefore, MMT and AMT are of the utmost importance of the above indicators. Table 1 shows the average value of 15 tests for each parameter combination. Table 2 provides an interval estimate of the average improvement rate for the 15 tests with respect to SPT in terms of the number, MMT, AMT, and so on. 
Data in Table 1 and Table 2 retain two decimal places. In this paper, a confidence level of 95% is used to estimate the confidence interval. For a certain index, the improvement rate is calculated as follows.
where PDS V and SPT V represent the specific values of the two methods, respectively. As can be seen from Table 1 , first of all, PDS can provide more choices for decisionmaking than SPT does, so that decision-makers can choose the time points as early as possible.
In addition, MMT and AMT of PDS are smaller than the corresponding items of SPT, indicating that the original allocating timetable given in this section is subject to interference events during the executing phase and can restore the system plan as early as possible. This can effectively reduce the impact of design change. Although AC of PDS is higher, the earlier match-up time points in the design process can reduce the larger losses caused by the design change. Finally, the same cost indicator in the vicinity of the MMT shows that the compression cost of PDS is lower than SPT. In this paper, PDS can significantly reduce the match-up time after the occurrence of the design change and improve the selectable range of the decision, and the compression cost can be significantly reduced by SPT in the vicinity of the MMT. Therefore, PDS gives priority to the compression time while taking the compression costs into account.
In summary, PDS constitutes an original allocating timetable relative to SPT, which can be more effective in coping with the design cost, and the design system can be restored to the original plan as soon as possible.
It is worth mentioning that the size of experiment and some parameters have been determined by the proposed method based on data verification. To simplify this problem, the inserting idle time is based on the sequence has been identified by PDS. Table 3 summarizes the experimental conditions. 0.12
 
shows its advantage in section 4.1. Therefore, 0.12   is chosen as a fixed parameter in the exponential distribution of random unavailability. The new tasks are assigned to VDUs according to their attributes of design capacity, and then the position and the idle time for the new tasks are determined within their probability distribution.
The most popular predictive approach in the project management and machine scheduling literature is to leave the idle times (time buffers) in schedules in coping with disruptions. The quality of the proposed method PDS+IIT is compared with the SM(  ) reference of Yang and Geunes 26 . PDS+IIT+ CETS: here, we generate the predictive allocation by the proposed PDS +IIT, CETS as the reactive policy.
The SPT+SM( )+CETS: SPT + SM( ) policy is used to generate the predictive allocation, CETS is for the reactive policy.
The SM( ) policy is used to generate an effective allocation to provide a good solution using the SM method (SM is a basic and effective heuristic method developed by Rachamadugu and Morton 44 ), and then  units of idle time for the tasks are inserted at some point in the allocation (both the amount of planned idle time and the insertion position are decision variables), where  is integer. Table 4 and Table 5 show the performance comparison between the proposed method PDS +IIT+ CETS and the other method SPD+SM( The results in Table 4 and 5 indicate that the proposed method PDS +IIT+CETS outperforms SPD+SM(  )+CETS from the four measures in most experimental data. It is more capable of achieving the optimal solutions for most case studies. In the experiment with sparse task arrivals, the proposed method PDS +IIT+CETS performs with the absolute advantage on all of the measures.
When the reactive conditions are more complex (the value setting of the task arrival rate and the quantity of new tasks becomes bigger), a reversal appears in some performance. This is obvious in the experiments with dense task arrivals. When the value of  is equal to 1, the quantity is greater than 20, the stability and compression cost of SPT+SM(  )+CETS are greater than PDS +IIT+CETS. This indicates that once there exists a more complicated disruption, a predictive inserting idle time method for all the tasks is a more effective way than the proposed method. Minimizing the insertion of the idle time is an effective method to improve the resource utilization with sparse task arrivals.
However, in the condition of dense task arrivals, it becomes more difficult to control the compression cost and the stability.
The results also indicate that the proposed method performs well for different parameter settings. It can be observed from the table that it requires more compression time to absorb the disruptions as the number of tasks increase. As expected, as the length of the disruption is increased, the proposed method tends to generate a better solution for the match-up time problem.
In this section, we have shown that we can efficiently solve match-up rescheduling problems with a controllable executing time exactly by using recently developed reformulation techniques and commercial solvers. It is observed that the heuristic algorithm is able to generate a good approximation of the efficient frontier of match-up time and compression cost quickly. When the quantity of new tasks is consistent, the influence on allocation is positively associated with the arrival rate. Similarly, when the quantity is given, the 1225 ___________________________________________________________________________________________________________ International Journal of Computational Intelligence Systems, Vol. 11 (2018) [1210] [1211] [1212] [1213] [1214] [1215] [1216] [1217] [1218] [1219] [1220] [1221] [1222] [1223] [1224] [1225] [1226] [1227] [1228] influence is positively associated with the arrival rate as well. The ambiguity in the description of the coordination cost and the different measurements are the main influencing factors for decision-makers. In the real-world design process, the objectives for practitioners are different. Some concentrate on the design cost, some focus on time, and some think of the stability, robustness, or even the balance between them. Therefore, the four performances provide a reference for decision-makers to make a scientific and rational decision considering their individual situation.
Conclusions
In this paper, a robust predictive-reactive allocating approach is proposed with controllable executing times. The design change is considered in preparation for the original predictive allocation with anticipative probability distributions. We showed that the predictive decision making in preparing original allocations can avoid excessive reallocating costs resulted by reactive executing time adjustments and this ensured the strong robustness and stability of the design system.
In the phase of predictive allocating, the probability of the design change is utilized to generate the combinatorial approach with PDS and IIT. In PDS, we estimate which task can absorb a possible interference with the lowest cost, then determine the task sequence on each VDU. Based on sequence, the IIT policy is used to respond to task arrivals. This effective combination of PDS and IIT can absorb almost all of the interference impact caused by the design change. Four measurements, which are Cmax, stability, robustness, and compression cost, are adopted in this paper to mirror the quality of the proposed approach. The application of combinatorial optimization is tested and verified by a computational simulation. The results of comparing two methods within the different setting of the parameters show its effectiveness. Two factors, which are the task arrival rate and the quantity of the task arrival, and their interactions are analyzed in section 4 to indicate the interference impact caused by the design change.
While the findings of this study improve our understanding of the task allocations in the complex product design process, its limitations should also be recognized. First, in this paper, we suppose that the design change obeys some certain distributions. However, in the real design process, the appearance of design change is more complex and difficult to predict. Second, the scale and complexity of the hypothetical design change in this paper are not fully considered. Lastly, the compressing character in this paper assumes that all the execution objects accept this adjustment and act in concert with other departments. The situation that some execution objects may not want to change their work is also not our research focus.
Therefore, in order to further improve our research, further research would be definitely called for. First, as this paper only consider the exponential distribution for VDU unavailability, it may be interesting to consider the different combination of Normal-Normal, Triangular-Normal, ExponentialNormal, Exponential-Exponential distributions, and so on. Second, it will be interesting to consider the scale and complexity of the design change to improve the accuracy of the predictive phase. Finally, in the further research, the different changing will of the execution objects should be considered to better reflect the design process and enhance the quality of the findings.
